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hen viewing this beautiful home in Greenwich, CT,
and its magnificent, sunny
kitchen, a visitor would find
it hard to imagine its original
appearance: dark, outdated and undersized, with
two small windows that failed to let in enough
light. The room had ceased to be useful to the
homeowners, so it was time for an update.
The owners had hired Gardiner & Larson, a design-build firm, about seven years earlier to begin
general renovations, but saved the kitchen for the
second phase. “It was obviously outdated, and it
wasn’t very large,” says Judy Larson of Gardiner
& Larson Homes. “ The homeowner wanted to
make it brighter and more functional. It was a
dark kitchen.”
The design crew removed the wall with the two
small windows and built an addition that tripled
the size of the kitchen. This gave the homeowner
the space she needed for appliance and fixture
upgrades, additional storage, larger windows and
four skylights, and opened up the pathway, eliminating the space’s tight footstep.
The team did a perfect job. This striking, bright
and cheerful all-white kitchen is filled with upgraded elements and appliances. The kitchen is
now large enough for top-of-the-line appliances
by Wolf: a range and hood, a professional series
drop-down wall microwave, and a professional
series single wall oven. A Sub-Zero refrigerator
and freezer with drawers and cabinet panels attractively coordinate with the professional range.
The team also added a delightfully large and
practical island that accommodates two sinks:
the main sink and another in the food preparation area. The Compac Quartz Unique Calacatta
island top and backsplash offer some pop with
their dramatic veining. In contrast, the perimeter
countertops by Aurea Stone (Lincoln) show a
subtler movement and a flawless blend with the
white backdrop. The brushed nickel pulls give additional texture and color to this neutral beauty.
“Like most of our clients, they didn’t want to
stray too far from the architecture of the house,”
Judy says. “ The design is very clean and uplifting. It’s very simple, more classic because it’s just
simple detail.”

Before

Judy and her team of professionals, including
builder Bob Gardiner and interior designer Andrea Baranovich, created a space that the owner,
Patricia Gallardo can readily use for many occasions. Indeed, Patricia says her family now has
little need for the formal dining room, as they
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host many dinners in the
kitchen.
“ The kitchen is the heart
of the home,” says Patricia,
“and this rings true even
more with the pandemic,
by providing a sense of
home, safety and comfort.
The large quartz island has
served as a great place for
kneading dough, and the
kitchen has been the perfect
backdrop for the countless
hours of my daughter ’s TikTok videos.”
Designer:
Gardiner & Larson Homes
Bob Gardiner
Judith Larson
New Canaan, CT 06840
203.972.1409
gardinerandlarsonhomes.com
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